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July 15, 2014 

 
VIA EMAIL & U.S. MAIL 
 
Steven J. Wadyka, Jr., Esq. 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP 
2101 L Street, N.W., Suite 1000 
Washington, D.C.  20037 
 

Re:  Your June 6, 2014 Demand Letter to LifeNews.com 
 
Dear Mr. Wadyka: 
 
 As you know, Alliance Defending Freedom represents LifeNews.com with 
respect to the issues raised in your June 6, 2014 letter in which you demand, on behalf of 
your client National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (”NAACP”), 
that LifeNews.com remove a January 16, 2013 article posted on the LifeNews.com 
website and a May 20, 2014 LifeNews.com news report. Because your client’s demand is 
without factual or legal merit, we must, on behalf of our client, respectfully decline your 
requests.  

 
 As you relate to us in your June 6, 2014 letter, NAACP has been involved in 
litigation captioned The Radiance Foundation, Inc., and Ryan Bomberger. v. National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Case No. 2:13-cv-53 (E.D. Va.). 
That litigation evidently led to the issuance of the Permanent Injunction enclosed with 
your June 6, 2014 letter which, among other things, appears to require that The Radiance 
Foundation, Inc. (“Radiance”) and Mr. Bomberger, along with “all those persons or 
entities acting in concert or participation with them,” are enjoined from and after April 
24, 2014 from the use of your client’s mark “in a manner likely to cause confusion or 
dilution regarding [your client] or its marks.”  
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As you may know, LifeNews.com is a specialized news reporting service that 
focuses on stories of interest or importance to those who respect the sanctity of human 
life. Neither Radiance nor Mr. Bomberger has any authority to decide the content of 
LifeNews.com articles or what for LifeNews.com may select to post on its website.  This 
is consistent with the district court’s findings which relate that “Neither Radiance nor 
Bomberger own, maintain or operate the LifeNews.com website. LifeNews.com is 
operated by a third party.” See Amended Memoradum Opinion and Order, p. 9 
(emphasis added). In light of this finding, we assume that your client presented no 
evidence to the district court that either Radiance or Mr. Bomberger had any control over 
LifeNews.com. That is undoubtedly because neither has any such control.  

 
While LifeNews.com was not made a party by your client to this litigation and is 

therefore not privy to any litigation decisions which either have been or may be made by 
Radiance or Mr. Bomberger, we understand that both the district court’s decision and this 
Permanent Injunction have been appealed. App. No. 14-1568 (USCA4).  Thus, its finality 
is in doubt. 

 
Nevertheless, be assured that we know of no evidence (and you have presented no 

admissible evidence) that supports your client’s assertion that LifeNews.com has engaged 
in any conduct which could even remotely be deemed to demonstrate conduct by 
LifeNews.com “in concert or participation” with either Radiance or Mr. Bomberger. 
Thus, we know of no good faith factual or legal basis that would, should the threats in 
your June 6, 2014 letter be carried out, support your client’s claims against 
LifeNews.com, even assuming that the Permanent Injunction stands following appeal 
and/or can be legally applied to LifeNews.com.  
 
 We also assume you will agree with us that the January 16, 2013 article you 
complain about was selected for posting by LifeNews.com and was posted well before 
the date of entry of the Preliminary Injunction. Thus, even assuming the Permanent 
Injunction can be legally applied to LifeNews.com, unless you have some admissible 
evidence to demonstrate that “the continued display” of this January 16, 2013 article was 
done in a way that constitutes “active concert or participation” with either Radiance or 
Mr. Bomberger, that request is without merit and is denied. 

 
With regard to the May 20, 2014 LifeNews.com article you identify in your June 

6, 2014 letter, this article is a news story account of a “friend-of-the-court” brief filed by 
Alliance Defending Freedom on behalf of several amici in connection with the appeal by 
your client’s Maricopa, AZ branch of the Arizona federal district court’s dismissal of a 
challenge to a 2011 Arizona law that prohibited providing abortions to women on the 
basis of the child’s gender or race.  

 
As you may be aware, the tragic and emerging public health problems around the 

world created by sex- and race-selective abortions, coupled with Arizona’s strong interest 
in prohibiting race-based abortions, were the subjects that this “friend-of-the-court” brief 
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emphasized. For reasons known to your client, your client supports this tragic race-based 
abortion regime. Thus, the May 20, 2014 LifeNews.com article about which your client 
complains contains factual and editorial commentary and, even assuming that the 
Permanent Injunction can be legally applied to LifeNews.com or to this specific news 
story, there is no factual basis for your contention that “[g]iven the timing and 
circumstances surrounding the posting” of this May 20, 2014 news story, that it was “the 
result of [LifeNews.com] ‘acting in concert or participation’ with Radiance and/or Mr. 
Bomberger.”  

 
In addition to the foregoing and as is reflected in the district court’s June 10, 2014 

“Amended Memorandum Opinion and Order” in The Radiance Foundation, Inc., and 
Ryan Bomberger. v. National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, the 
liability of Radiance and/or Mr. Bomberger to your client was based on the Lanham Act 
and, in particular, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)(1). See Amended Memorandum Opinion and 
Order, ¶ 5. As you are undoubtedly aware, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(c)(3) provides, among other 
relevant exclusions, that “dilution by blurring or dilution by tarnishment [shall not be 
actionable] under this subsection” as to “[a]ll forms of news reporting and news 
commentary.” Thus, even assuming you had produced a scintilla of admissible evidence 
with your June 6, 2014 that demonstrated that LifeNews.com had acted in concert or 
participation with Radiance and/or Mr. Bomberger, which it did not, it seems clear that 
the Permanent Injunction may not legally be applied to LifeNews.com or to the two 
postings about which your client now complains. 

 
 We would be happy to consider any additional argument you may wish to present. 
However, to merit our further consideration, any such additional argument will need to be 
accompanied by admissible evidence which demonstrates that LifeNews.com has, at any 
relevant time, acted in concert or participation with Radiance and/or Mr. Bomberger 
and/or that, in light of the exclusions set forth in 15 U.S.C. § 1125(c)(3), the Permanent 
Injunction can be legally applied to LifeNews.com.  

Should your client not be able to so demonstrate either of these considerations and 
elect to proceed with litigation against LifeNews.com, you may be sure that we will 
vigorously defend LifeNews.com’s First Amendment speech and press rights and request 
an award of attorneys’ fees to LifeNews.com. 
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Do not hesitate to contact us if you are able to present additional argument and 
admissible evidence that merits our further consideration. Thank you for your 
professional courtesy in giving us some additional time to respond to your June 6, 2014 
demand letter.  

 
     Sincerely, 

 
Michael J. Norton 

 
Michael J. Norton 
Senior Counsel 
Alliance Defending Freedom 
 

 
 
 
cc: Client 
 Steven H. Aden, Esq., Senior Counsel, Washington, DC Office 
 Natalie Decker, Esq., Legal Counsel, Denver, CO Office 


